A few chapters back, we illustrated how you could use motion paths within PowerPoint to create a simple motion path that moves an object around a screen. However, most presentation tools are not really designed to support the more complex animated sketches you may want to create. This is where a tool designed for multimedia animation creation – such as Adobe Flash – can help. While this means extra cost for the software and time to learn it, many advantages accrue.

- You will be able to create complex animations of highly interactive scenarios reasonably quickly.

- You will be able to articulate fine details of how the interaction unfolds over time.

- Most systems let you quickly render animations as stand-alone videos.

- The result can be far more professional looking and detailed, to the point that your system may appear ‘real’.

It is beyond the scope of this book to teach you how to use a multimedia animation tool, especially because each tool will have its own set of features and idiosyncratic interface for creating animations. However, almost all will include two fundamental capabilities: **keyframes** and **inbetweening** (also known as **tweening**).

We’ll provide and illustrate several definitions by animating an imagined photo viewer that runs on a touch-sensitive digital table. Similar to photo apps on smart phones, the idea is that a person can select and enlarge a photo with two fingers as he brings it into the table’s center.

**SOME DEFINITIONS**

**Keyframe**: An important frame that defines the start and/or end frame in a particular animation sequence. Each keyframe contains objects as well as the current properties of that object, such as an object’s position, size, orientation, color, and so on. These properties can vary across keyframes.

**Animation properties**: Any property of an animation that can be specified as differences between keyframes, where that property can be animated over time. Typical properties include basic object transformations (scale, rotation, movement), advanced transformation (object skewing, transforming one shape into a completely different shape), visual properties (selection of specific styles, colors, etc.).
For example (and similar to a storyboard), we define four *keyframes* to illustrate a person placing and resizing an image onto the table via a set of thumbnails. Our 'objects' are the two fingers and the four photos. While each keyframe contains the same objects, the *animation properties* of some of them – the finger's position, the image size and orientation – change across the keyframes.

**Keyframe 1**  
Initial state

**Keyframe 2**  
Person touches opposite corners of image,

**Keyframe 3**  
... drags, resizes, and positions it in the center

**Keyframe 4**  
Final state
In-betweening (or tweening): the process of generating the set of frames between two keyframes. The properties of each object are animated so it smoothly transforms itself from its state in the first keyframe to its state in the next keyframe.

For example, let’s say we wanted to tween between keyframes 2 and 3 above. We want an animation of about 1.5 seconds at (say) 4 frames per second. This means we would have to generate an additional 4 in-between frames. To make this animation work across these four frames:

- the left finger would incrementally move to a new position,
- the right finger would incrementally move to a new position and change its orientation to point upward,
- the image would incrementally move to a new position, would increase in size, and would change its orientation to tilt somewhat upward.

The four tweened frames plus the two bracketing keyframes could look something like this:

Motion path (introduced earlier, but which should now be clearer): the path followed by an animated object as it changes its position as specified by the keyframes.

The moving left finger is an example, where it moves across a linear path defined by its start and end position.
**EXAMPLE: ADOBE FLASH**

Let's create the above animation in Adobe Flash CS4. What is shown below is not necessarily the best way to do it, nor are all details provided. However, it suffices to illustrate the basic idea.

1. **Create a stage (the backdrop for your animation) and populate it with your visual elements.**
   I opened a stage – the area containing the animation – where I set it to run at 12 frames per second. I found clipart of a finger on the web, and I grabbed 4 personal photos. I imported all these into Flash (making two copies of the finger). I then resized and placed them on the stage. Using each item's context menu, I converted them into symbols, a type of object that Flash knows how to animate. We now have keyframe 1.

As seen in the image above, this process is somewhat similar (so far) to how we would lay out objects in slideeware or drawing application. The key difference is the appearance of the timeline at the bottom of the window, which allows objects on particular layers to be animated over time. We are currently looking at frame 1, where 37 frames (~5 seconds) are visible in the timeline. The first frame is always a keyframe, as indicated by the black circle in the '1' square on the timeline.
Create tweened frames filling up 1 second of the animation.
In Adobe Flash, you can create a per-symbol frame for each object you want to animate by creating a Motion Tween for it. This is done via each symbol’s context menu, as shown here. As you do this, the timeline will add a layer for each symbol in the timeline, and extend the timeline to include 1 second (12 frames) of animation. If you run the animation, though, you won’t see anything happening as all symbols are in the same place.
3 Move the frame indicator to the 12th frame, i.e., 1 second into the animation. This is where you will create keyframe 2.

4 Drag the symbols to their new position. Drag the two fingers to just touching the 3rd photo, i.e., as in the 2nd keyframe illustrated earlier. When we do this, Adobe Flash automatically turns that 12th frame into a keyframe on the particular layers holding the two fingers, as indicated by the black circles in the 2nd and 3rd layer. It then automatically generates all frames between those two keyframes. In each frame, it also illustrates each symbol’s spline path, which is the path the tweened symbol takes as it moves between the keyframes (see Tip).
5 Move the frame indicator to see the tweened frames, or play the animation.
The image shows the animation generated at frame number 6. Alternately, the animation can be played where it will run this 1-second animation at 12 frames / second.

6 Add more frames to the timeline.
Currently, we only have 12 frames. Add two more seconds to it by dragging over cells 13–36. Then raise the timeline's context menu, and select 'Insert Frame'.
7 Create the third keyframe.
Moving to frame 24 and similar to Step 4, reposition the fingers and the picture. Also change the orientation of the right finger and the image, and resize the image as needed. As before, the tweened frames will be automatically created.

However, you will now see a problem: the photo will start animating from the 2nd frame on which is not what we wanted. This is because no keyframe exists at frame 12 for the photo on layer 5. To correct this, move the frame indicator to frame 12, raise the context menu on layer 5, and select ‘Insert Keyframe’. Because the position of the image between frames 1 and 12 is unchanged, the tweening to Frame 24 will now begin on frame 13.

8 Create the final keyframe.
Moving to frame 36, reposition the fingers to the side of the table. This repeats what you’ve seen before, so we won’t bother showing you what this looks like. Your animation is now complete!
YOU TRY

The above example illustrates one of the most rudimentary things you can do with a good animation package. Learn and experiment with the animation package of your choosing to try to replicate what we just did.

A good way to learn and exercise your skills at creating multimedia animations is to try to mimic a short highly interactive sequence of your choosing in some existing software system. Start with something simple, such as an animation that repositions objects, as in the photo editor above. Then move on to more challenging sequences, as these will push you into discovering advanced capabilities in your animation system. And if you are up for the challenge, you can learn how to script (or program) your animations for even more power.

TIP

Don't get caught up.
Techniques such as keyframes, tweening, and others that you will learn as you become familiar with your animation package are just other tools in your sketching toolkit. While animations can be fun to create and awesome to view, they don't suit every occasion, nor are they always necessary. Be judicious.

YOU NOW KNOW

Keyframes and tweening are two very powerful ways you can create animations that illustrate highly interactive interfaces. They do require specialized multimedia animation software, but the investment in cost and time can be well worth it.
A sketch can be brought to life by creating a movie showing a continuous interaction sequence. In contrast to storyboards, where people have to imagine what happens in the transitions, movies can show those transitions while voice-overs can explain what is going on as actions are being done. Such sketches can be quite compelling, for if done well they can tell a complete story of a particular interaction sequence.

Creating a movie of an interaction sequence – a linear video – is surprisingly easy. Aside from some office supplies (see Chapter 3.7), the only specialized equipment you will need is a video camera (a home video camera should be fine), a tripod, and basic video-editing software.

PREPARATION

In this example, we create a movie by recording and then editing a person 'interacting' with a paper-based interface. Our example is simple: it uses four Post-It Notes, each representing a different screen with different interface controls as shown in step 4. Our story will show what happens when a person presses the various buttons on the first screen.

For this example, you will need four sticky notes, such as 3M's Post-It notes. On each sheet, draw what is shown below in notes 1, 2, and 3, and the additional 'register' post-it shown in Step 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>note 1</th>
<th>note 2</th>
<th>note 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Touch Here</td>
<td>Can't you read?</td>
<td>Thanks!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Here</td>
<td>cancel!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Materials

- sticky notes
- black marker
- tape
- tripod
- video camera
- video tape
- video editing software
- putty (optional)
All sticky notes will have to be registered so the notes are perfectly aligned on
\top of one another (see the registration problem in Chapter 5.1). To do this,
securely tape the 'register' sticky note on a flat horizontal surface, table or floor.
All other sticky notes will then be placed atop this.

Anchor the tripod.
Make and place sandbags around the tripod legs to secure your tripod from small bumps.

Set up the camera and tripod so that the camera is aiming
directly at the sticky note. Adjust the zoom and focus on
the camera as needed.

If you move the camera or accidentally
bump it while shooting your scenes, you
will have problems with image registering:
the camera will be recording from a
different angle. To help fix this, mark the
tripod’s location (e.g., by tape). You can then
reposition the camera back to its original
location.
RECORDING THE MOVIE

1. You will be recording actions that you want in your movie (e.g., a person pressing a button, as in the first film strip image below), and actions that you will edit out later (e.g., you remove a sticky note to show a different screen, as in the 2nd image below).

After the whole video is recorded, you will use a video editor software to remove the "move screen" sections, shown below crossed with an 'x'. Then replace the edited part with a fade or dissolve transition in between.

2. Place each sticky note on top of the 'register' sticky in the order that you expect to use them. Practice the actions you are going to do.

3. Now press record and leave it on until the whole interaction is complete. The film strip image below shows the order of sequence in which the interaction occurs, as well as what should be deleted. Edit out those segments. You are done!
VARIATIONS: PAPER AND TRANSPARENCY

We can use a variation of this sketching technique to create a video sequence showing a person interacting with a screen where only the appearance of some of its graphical elements changes. Our next example uses paper instead of sticky notes (because the screen is larger) and transparencies. To illustrate, we sketch an interface where a person uses checkboxes to interactively view different colors of a chair she is thinking of buying and to see the cost of that particular item.

Using a similar technique you just learned, prepare the interface shown in step 1. You will need only a single piece of paper showing the basic interface. There are two ways to prepare and create the rest of this video:

Our **first way** pre-makes all the transparencies before you start recording.

1. **Draw on one single piece of paper showing the basic interface:**

   ![Image 1](image1)

   On the transparency, draw the changes that would occur after an interaction: In this example, draw in the X in the Blue checkbox, color in the chair, and add "Chair" under Item, "Blue" under Style, and "98.00" under Cost.

   ![Image 2](image2)

   The image on the right shows what the transparency would look like by itself.

Our **second way** places multiple blank transparencies atop the first screen, after which you start recording. This approach allows you to draw while recording. Once you are done with one drawing, the transparency can be lifted off, leaving another blank transparency underneath.

![Image 3](image3)
The film strip images below show the sequence of interaction to be recorded. When you edit out your drawing actions (and by replacing it with a dissolve), it will give the illusion that the interface changed as a person did his action.

**Screen 1 – The basic interface**

**Interaction 1 – The actor presses the Blue checkbox**

**Deleted scene using the first way – slip the pre-made transparency atop the paper interface and beneath the finger.**

**Final Screen**

**Deleted scene using the second way – with a blank transparency already on top, draw atop the transparency as best you can.**

**YOU NOW KNOW**

You can rapidly create a video of an interaction sequence using conventional video gear, video editing software, and sketches built from off-the-shelf office supplies.